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Article 7

Honey, Wax, and the Dead Bee
KEITH M. BOTELHO

N

ever have bees become more “real” to humans than when their absence
is made the stuff of headlines. Since 2006, when Colony Collapse
Disorder first was reported in the news after beekeepers witnessed an
alarming decrease in bee populations (CCD itself being an umbrella term for
multiple causes, including the use of pesticides, the invasion of the harmful
varroa mite and hive beetle, fungal and microsporidian diseases, and the
agricultural practices of monoculture), there has been a renaissance of bees in the
modern imagination.1 As a reaction to such dire reports, backyard and urban
beekeeping have become everyman and everywoman pursuits, and beekeeping
societies throughout the United States have begun to skew younger, with vibrant
online communities enlivened by the latest digital forms connecting
beekeepers—both commercial to those with single hives—in their pursuits.2
Yet bees are certainly not becoming extinct, and reports of an oncoming
“beemageddon” or “beepocalypse” have been greatly exaggerated. 3 In fact,
according to a recent study by the USDA, honeybee colonies have risen in
number since 2006, and the number of commercially managed colonies is now
the highest it’s been in 20 years.4 What explains the resurgence? It is all too easy
to look to humans as the answer to the problems of bees. But there is something
very wrong with coming to that conclusion too quickly. It is precisely because of
human practices that some scientists believe honeybees have experienced the
problems that have recently faced hives across the world. Again, renewed
attention and intervention on the behalf of apis mellifera is occurring because of
the potential effects on humans—we sometimes pay attention to the nonhuman
world only when it forces its way into our collective consciousness. For instance,
the White House’s Office of Science and Technology announced in May 2015
new steps to promote pollinator health because “Pollinators are critical to the
Nation’s economy, food security, and environmental health,” while their
“tremendously valuable service” to humans is often noted.5 This is nothing new,
of course—beekeeping treatises from 400 years ago detail similar things about
the excellence and vital power of honey and wax in the service of humanity.6
This essay, then, offers a series of provocations to thinking about animal
(in particular, apian) materialisms, specifically asking: what is the logic of bee
things, especially those that humans have taken from the hive? How are we to
imagine bee presence in these materials once they become commodities? What
does it mean to be an ingredient? And, concurrently, what does it mean to ingest
the materials of the hive? And how are we to understand the early modern
consumption of bees? Where is the bee in bee things? Do these materials contain
shadows or specters of the beast that still is or once was? And in what ways does
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an individual dead bee (as opposed to dead hives of bees) matter to individual
humans or the human multitude?
The resurgence of interest in the lives (and deaths) of bees, and their
intimate connection to humanity, allows us to pause over the stories we have
told—and those we continue to tell—about these marvelous creatures. Bees fit
nicely into the early fifteenth- century definition of the fabulous, “mythical,
legendary, rich in myths” (from fabula, “story, tale”).7 Yet they also emerge as
“astonishing, incredible” to early moderns and moderns alike (OED 5b.).8 Fables,
of course, were often animal stories that were at their heart morality tales about
or for humans, structuring the stories humans themselves told. Beryl Rowland
discusses this symbolic economy that stretched across centuries, stating, “[m]any
of the supposed characteristics of animals were repeated by Greek and Roman
writers as facts of natural history, and they passed almost unchallenged into the
medieval world, where they were reinforced by Biblical symbolism.” 9 She
continues: “In the Renaissance, when a great many animal symbols were
secularized, the basic symbolism usually remained,” noting that despite “a
growing concern with the concrete and the particular….the conception of nature
as allegory persisted.”10 Edward Topsell, in the Epistle Dedicatory to his The
Historie of Foure-footed Beastes (1607), speaks of the virtues and worth of nonhuman
creatures, noting that one of the holy uses of beasts in Scripture was “for reproof
and instruction” of man: “And so all the world are bid to learne the natures of all
Beasts, for there is always something to be learned in them.”11 He cautions
against believing too easily in fables, for his aim is “to follow truth and not
deceivable Fables” although he does note that while he has collected those
things that were essential to every beast, “yet I have delivered in this treatise
many strange and rare things, not as fictions, but Myracles of nature”12
The question, however, remains: do myths allow us to see real animals
more or less clearly? Emma Phipson speaks about how early modern writers
gathered their information about bees from classical authors like Aristotle, Pliny,
and Varro, perpetuating “ancient lore,” and noting that “[i]t is remarkable how
long writers on natural history were content to repeat at second hand, without
caring to verify by experience, the conjectures of their predecessors.” 13 The
mythos of bees, stretching back centuries, still occupies a central place in our
current moment, although, as Rosi Braidotti notes, “Animals are no longer the
signifying system that props up humans’ self projections and moral
aspirations.” 14 For early moderns, the symbolic registers of the bee are not
replaced, but rather co-exist with an emerging attention of the co-presence of
bees, a desire to see them up close (through observation hives and microscopes),
to partake in their sweetness and light. Inheriting a tradition of animal allegory
from the ancients and the potent medieval bestiary tradition that often co-opted
the animal for moral and ethical means, Renaissance Europeans, despite a
growing awareness of their co-presence with bees, continued to return to the
apian metaphor and admire the seeming perfection in the bee’s diminutive form.
Some of the earliest beliefs about bees—for instance, that they were able
to generate spontaneously out of the carcass of an ox, what was known as
bugonia—can be found in Ovid, Pliny, and perhaps most famously the fourth
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book of Virgil’s Georgics, where Virgil gives a full account “of an Arcadian / Beemaster, the process by which he often made / A culture of bees from the putrid
blood of slaughtered bullocks” (283-285) and “from the oxen’s bellies all over
their rotting flesh / Creatures are humming, swarming through the wreckage of
their ribs” (554-555).15 Such thinking continued throughout the Renaissance, as
writers conceded their uncertainty, some believing that drones impregnated the
worker bees, who would then lay all the hive’s eggs. John Worlidge, even as late
as 1676 in his Apiarium; or a Discourse of the government and ordering of bees, would
endorse bugonia, writing that it is “not improbable” that “out of their Carcases
Multitudes of Bees may be engendred” (B3r). Writers on agricultural matters
often looked to the ancients for their understanding of the hive. The ancient
Greeks and Romans—from Aristotle, Virgil, Hesiod, Varro, Pliny the Elder,
Columella—asserted a continued influence on works concerning apiculture in
the Renaissance. The earliest English translation of Virgil’s Georgics (The bucoliks of
Publius Virgilius Maro) was published in 1589, newly translated into English verse
by A. Fleming. However, according to Margaret Tudeau-Clayton, thirty-eight
editions of the Georgics were published on the continent in Latin from the
beginning of Henry VII’s reign to the end of Queen Elizabeth’s reign.16 Thus,
while Shakespeare might have read Georgics in Latin in school, he could have
referenced it again in translation at the start of his theatrical career. Virgil’s
Georgics were granted some measure of curricular space by schoolmasters
throughout the sixteenth century. T.W. Baldwin, in his 1944 William Shakspere’s
Small Latine and Lesse Greek, remarks that, “Probably no Elizabethan schoolboy
ever escaped those bees.”17
Shakespeare’s own references to bees in fact often seem to be recalling
Book IV of Virgil’s Georgics, although contemporary bee treatises and perhaps his
own rural upbringing might factor in to the playwright’s understanding of these
creatures.18 Canterbury’s speech in Henry V gives us the best extended-reference
to Virgil’s Georgics of the numerous bee references found in Shakespeare.19 In 1.2,
Exeter, Westmoreland, and Canterbury make the case before King Harry for war
with France. Canterbury begins by claiming that heaven divides “[t]he state of
man in diverse functions” (184) to which endeavor and obedience are his
principle aims. Canterbury then exacts a Virgilian awareness of bees: “for so
work the honeybees, / Creatures that by a rule in nature teach / The act of order
to a peopled kingdom” (187-89). Canterbury outlines a hierarchy of the hive: the
king (queen), the magistrates at home, the merchants (abroad), the soldiers,
masons, civil citizens, porters, justices, and drones. His is an anthropomorphic
vision of the hive, aligning the many functions and the “continual motion” of
the inhabitants of the hive with humans (185). The multiple roles that bees
perform “may work contrariously” (206), but, as is evident in Canterbury’s
understanding of the hive, “So may a thousand actions once afoot / End in one
purpose, and be all well borne / Without defect” (212-14).
The echoes to Virgil are clear. Virgil, at the outset of Book Four, asserts
he will “tell of a tiny / Republic” of “Great-hearted leaders, a whole nation
whose work is planned, / Their morals, groups, defenses” (1.1-3). Virgil
discusses bees and their work in the summer and how they “put their winnings
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into a common pool,” pointing to the numerous functions that bees undertake
in and out of the hive (1.127). Some labor in the fields, some stay behind to
protect the hive, others tend to the young bees, “the hope / Of their people”
(4.162). Some are “wardens,” others warriors, while others—the drones—
remain “that work-shy gang” (4.168). As a 1628 translation of the Georgics puts it,
“Each in his function Bees of Athens take” or “Each to his own office” (line
177). 20 Shakespeare also seems to have borrowed for Canterbury’s speech
Virgil’s explicit likening of bees to man (“If little things with great we may
compare”).21
Canterbury’s logic rests on making the King see England through the
example of the hive, emphasizing that England can maintain its sovereignty at
home if the King divides the kingdom and takes “one quarter into France” to
“make all Gallia shake” (216, 217). Interestingly, it is Canterbury’s speech on
bees that is the decisive example for King Harry, who is now resolved to go to
France and “bend it to our awe” (225). Canterbury claims that the example of
bees teaches “The act of order to a peopled kingdom” (189). As Cristopher
Hollingsworth has remarked, Canterbury has merged the characteristics of man
and bees not to argue men are bees, but rather that both “naturally participate in
a Divine order and according to their place in the chain of being.”22 The bees,
like in Virgil, are working independently in their roles but for one purpose, and
derive a collective power and sovereignty, which Joseph Campana has recently
argued might best be understood through scale variance.23 In using bees as a
model of good governance and policy, Canterbury naturalizes a particular
political system that signals that humans, like bees, depend upon one another.
Nonetheless, Canterbury uses the example of the hive for the benefit of England,
noting that Heaven ordains the similarity between man and bee, a likeness
embedded in nature. Bees and their hives for both Shakespeare and Virgil
provided humans with an approved model for the ordering of human society.
Yet can we (or should we) talk about an individual bee?24 I posed this
question in a 2012 SAA seminar led by Laurie Shannon and Andreas Hoefele,
and it might be useful to briefly pause over its ramifications for insect life in
general and bees in particular. Erica Fudge has discussed how “the ecological
argument, in which the species rather than the individual is emphasized, sits at
the heart of much literary ecocriticism, in which landscape and nature in general
are the focus and animals perceived only as part of that landscape”25 We might
here recall Derrida’s encounter with his cat in The Animal That Therefore I Am,
where he writes of “a real cat, truly, believe me, a little cat. . . . It doesn’t silently
enter the room as an allegory for all the cats on earth, the felines that traverse
myths and religions, literature and fables.”26 To focus on the individual bee amid
the swarm seems like the material of fable or allegory, yet early modern bee
treatises often spoke of bees in the collective, not necessarily concerned with the
individual bee (other than the Queen) but rather with the maintenance of the
stock of bees in the hives, of the swarm, of the many.27 Samuel Purchas, for one,
in his A Theater of Political Flying Insects, writes, “And una Apia, nulla Apis, one Bee
is no Bee, but a multitude, a swarm of Bees, uniting their forces together is very
profitable, very comfortable, very terrible, profitable to their owners,
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comfortable to themselves, terrible to their enemies.” 28 Entomologists today
claim that it is best not to think of bees as individual units but rather as one
collective unit, a single living thing, a superorganism steeped in complexity.29
Thomas D. Seeley, in his Honeybee Democracy, examines the collective decision
making of swarms and bee colonies, showing how “the collective wisdom of the
scout bees chooses the best available option” of new potential home.30 He writes,
“the amazing feat of democratic decision making performed by the scout bees
offers us deep lessons about how a group of individuals with common interests
can structure their group so that it functions as an effective decision-making
body,” notable without the guidance of a leader.31 Bees are remarkable because
of their seeming ability to communicate in terms that early moderns never could
quite grasp. It is the power of the hive—that collective body most resembling a
polis—that functions to provide a model for human communities. Yet to what
extent does the individual bee intensify what is human? What does the notion of
scale in relation to insects tell us about humans in a world swarming with
multitudes of diverse life forms?32 The individual worker bee lives three to six
weeks in the summer, but that bee is a small yet necessary component of the
hive, that collective or multitude housed in honeycomb. As such, hives possess a
much longer life. It may be that it is the hive, not the singular bee, which
possesses the ultimate potency in the early modern imagination.
There is an ethical dimension in this discussion, of course—do we pay
attention to animals out of fear for their potential demise (as a species, say) or
are we more concerned with the livelihood of one animal, creature, or beast (a
panda in a zoo, say, or that ant crawling across your desk)? Are animals thus
more “real” when we take them out of their swarms or hives or herds and get up
close and personal with them? And if this is the case, does using bee products, or
does consuming a bee, make us more attuned to this insect, of seeing it not as
some symbol but rather as a fellow creature in the world? When we encounter
the remnants of bee production, or even the bee itself, how is the human
“charactered” at that moment? How does understanding our dependence on that
little bee complicate notions of human sovereignty? As we will see, in early
modern recipes, the individual bee reappears, becomes significant outside of the
swarm or the hive, its little body imbued with sizeable benefits.
Early modern receipts (recipes) for food, drink, and curatives often
called for the use of honey or wax, both of which are substances that might be
usefully classified as what Roland Barthes called “resilient totems,” or objects
that support varied mythologies.33 Not only did writers of the Renaissance imbue
the materials of the hive with an uncanny reverence, but they also repeatedly
elevate the hive and its bees as possessing enviable virtues, what Edmund
Southerne in 1593 identified as their “Knowledge, Order, Government, Art, and
Industry.34 Bees were “laborious Animals” that were also “Curious, Industrious,
and Profitable Insects,” for the materials within the hive, honey and wax,
provided “profit and pleasure” to English men and women.35 In his opening
chapter of The Theater of Insects, Thomas Moffet writes, “Of all Insects, Bees are
the principal and are chiefly to be admired, being the only creature of that kinde,
framed for the nourishment of Man” and also the “most serviceable and most
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profitable;” he claims that “there is nothing in Bees but what doth serve for our
health and welfare.”36 And Charles Butler declared how the “singular virtues” of
wax and honey were “for the use and comfort of man.”37 Humans become
central in these articulations, and bees are deemed exceptional creatures because
of what they offer humankind—models for good governance and material
products for sweetening and soothing their lives.
Indeed, bees were a part of the Renaissance everyday, present in a range
of products from candles to food to drink to medicines. However, I want to
think further about to what extent the bee remains embodied in the materials it
produces. There is a crucial vitality in honey and wax, products that have
undergone their own transformation within the hive as bees have first mixed
pollen they have collected with enzymes in their bodies to produce those
materials. As Erica Fudge has noted, the agency of animal stuff derived from
beasts lingers even after that animal is dead and has become a commodity.38 I
would also claim that the material presence of the bee, despite (or, perhaps,
because of) its diminutive proportions, lives on in those things that it has
transformed within the hive; these materials continue to have potency when they
go into the human world. The apian spectre in the products produced of honey
and wax point to the material afterlife of the bee and its hive. We might think
about the notion of the imprint left in relation to early modern notions of
“character,” the imprint or qualities of a person left behind.39 The constitutive
qualities of the bee remain, and in these early modern receipts, the essence of the
bee is preserved, affecting the value of the products it haunts.40
According to Southerne, “for the use of Wax, how pleasant it is both for
lights and medicines, there is none can deny.”41 Wax, often dyed and used for
seals, models, and other images and impressions, was also a staple in early
modern receipts.42 Take, for example, Mrs. Sarah Longe’s receipt book (c. 1610),
which includes a receipt “For sore nipples” that calls for Beeswax boiled in fresh
butter along with the likes of marigold leaves and plantine ribwort.43 Here, the
material properties of beeswax become a salve upon the human body, investing
the bee with healing properties even in its absence. Butler called wax “a celestial
or divine medicine” that works miraculously, for it is “the ground and
foundation of cerecloths and salves” and it “healeth a wound, be the same never
so wide & big being afore wide-stitched up, in the space of 11. days or 12. at the
most.”44 And Richard Remnant, in his A Discourse or History of Bees (1637), points
to “the singular use of wax in salves and surgery, for cures both within and
without, and for use in making candles for sweet and dainty burning, and the
diverse other uses, is well known.”45 Candles in the Renaissance were intimately
associated with animals, made either of tallow (animal fat) or wax (bees). Here
the creature registers with the human primarily in terms of scent, thus
foregrounding humanity’s co-presence with bees. Furthermore, the use of wax
candles seems to have been connected to class, for “the wax candle was a luxury;
the tallow candle…made at home, gave a feeble guttering light.”46 According to
Holly Dugan, tallow candles were widely used in the period and emitted a strong
stench;47 we can recall Iachimo’s words in Cymbeline that “the smoky light /
That’s fed with stinking tallow” (1.6.110). By all accounts, tallow candles burned
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unevenly, and the presence of the animal spectre could be experienced through
the nose. In the indoor playhouses and at court, the more expensive beeswax
candles were often used, and this light source certainly did affect the experience
of performance (producing a stronger light source and a sweeter smell for the
audience). In fact, as Andrew Gurr tells us, illumination of the theaters was one
of the most substantial costs associated with the King’s Men at Blackfriars, and
in the indoor halls, the practice of breaking off the performance between each
act was necessary “if only to keep the candles that lit the stage trimmed.”48
Honey, unlike wax, was often consumed, and because it also had a
multifaceted set of uses, it was a valued commodity in early modern culture.49
Edmund Southerne notes “how far English honey passeth that of other
countries,” while Charles Butler details how to boil and clarify honey, that
“celestial nectar,” for “a most pleasant & delicate taste.”50 Harvesting of the
honey in such a way, straining and skimming it during the boiling process, points
to the presence of bee larvae and wax that could find its way into the honey.
Honey, a natural sweetener and less expensive than imported sugar, was regularly
used in various culinary confections, some of which Butler describes:
“marmalade, and marchpane, preserved fruits, as plums, & cherries: & c.
Conserves of roses, violets, &c. with syrups of the like matter” which, “being
made with honey, do continue longer, & do more kindly work their effects.”51
The “marvelous efficacy” of honey in the preservation of health was also well
documented, for “ honey is as necessary in every respect as Sugar, both Surgeons,
Apothecaries, and Physicians know”52 One example we find is from the recipe
book of Lady Ann Fanshawe, compiled in 1651, where “two Spoonfulls of
honey” are the primary ingredient in the recipe “To Make a Suppository
Effectually;” furthermore, Mrs. Sarah Longe’s receipt book (c. 1610) calls for a
pound of honey in “A sirrope for a Cough of the Lungs.”53 Considering that a
worker bee makes approximately one-and-a-half teaspoons of honey in her
lifetime, it is important to consider the sheer amount of honey used here as well
as the co-presence with bees that the recipe creates through its pound of honey.
As Butler makes clear, honey
openeth obstructions, it (6) cleareth the breast & lights of those
humors which fall from the head to those parts, it (7) looseth the
belly (8) purgeth the foulness of the body & (9) provoketh urine, it
(10) cutteth and casteth up phlegmatic matter, and therefore
sharpeneth the stomachs of them which, by reason thereof, have
little appetite, (11) it purgeth those things which hurt the clearness
of the eyes (12) it nourisheth very much (13) it breedeth good
blood (14) it sirreth up and preserveth natural heat.54
Honey’s virtues are further detailed, for not only can it, according to Butler, heal
wounds and sores, clear up oral inflammations, prolong old age, and be a remedy
against a surfeit and the falling sickness, but it also “keepeth all things uncorrupt,”
for “the bodies of the dead being embalmed with honey have been thereby
preserved from putrefaction.” 55 The human is thus centrally intertwined and
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entangled with bees in the promotion of his or her health, livelihood, and wellbeing.
But what occurs when the (dead) bee itself becomes a part of the recipe
or cure, and how might we then read the relationship between the early modern
individual and the fragile body of the singular bee?56 If the bee is only a specter
in the commodities humans use from the hive, then we are forced to encounter
the embodied bee anew in these instances. First, let us begin with a striking
moment from Thomas Moffet’s The Theater of Insects:
But what their bodies and their labours do work upon our
bodies, it is now worth the pains to relate. . . . First of all,
their bodies as soon as they are taken out of the Hive, and
pounded and drank with some diuretick, or wine and milk,
do strongly cure the dropse, dissolve the stone or gravel,
open all the passages of the urine, cure the stopping of the
bladder. Bees that die in the honey, cure impostumes, and
help the dulnesse of sight or hearing. Also being pounded
together they cure the griping or wringing of the belly or
guts, being applied to them. If poisoned honey be drank,
they themselves being drank down after it, do expel it: they
soften hard ulcers in the lips; being bound to a carbuncle
or running sore, they heal it; they cure the bloudy flix.
Honey being strained with them, helps the crudities of the
stomach, or specks or red pimples in the face….Take Bees
dead in the combs, and when they are thorough dry make
them into powder….mingle them with the Honey in which
they died, and anoint the parts of the head that are bald
and thin haired, and you shall see them grow again. Pliny
in like manner teaches to burn a great company of Bees
together, and mingle the ashes with oyl, and anoint the
part; only with this caution, that the adjacent parts be not
touched therewith; yea, Honey scraped of Bees that are
dead, he affirms to be very soveraign in all diseases.57
The dead bee bodies are put into the service of aiding the human body; the fact
of their deceased state seems to imbue them with a power that might surpass the
positive effects of those products they produce while alive and active in their
labor. Ingestion or application of the dead bee (strained, pounded, burned,
crushed) shows the extent to which early moderns believed in the allencompassing powers of the bee, both in life and in death.58
Honey is the key ingredient in the making of mead and its spiced
equivalent metheglin, of which Butler writes “the ancient Britains [who, above all
other nations, have ever been addicted to Meth and Metheglin]. For under
heaven there is no fairer people of complexion, nor of more sound and healthful
bodies.” 59 Its qualities and virtues increased from its purification during the
boiling process—it was believed to be able to nourish the body, restore
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youthfulness, recover lost appetites, and cure a cough and yellow jaundice.60
These drinks were originally made by boiling the entire hive, a practice that can
be found in some Renaissance recipes. Recipes for mead and metheglin appeared
in numerous receipt books, from Sarah Longe’s 1610 book (“To make
Metheglen” which calls for the “best and purest honey you can get”) to Sir
Kenelme Digby’s 1669 The Closet of the Eminently Learned Sir Kenelme Digby Opened,
which contained over one hundred recipes for the drink.61 One recipe of note in
Digby is “To Make White Metheglin,” with its ingredients that include 5 gallons
of water, 1½ gallons of honey, and one ounce each of propolis, bee pollen, and
royal jelly. 62 What are we to make of imbibing the internal materials of the
hive—perhaps even the dead bees—after they had been boiled? Early moderns
might also have envisioned internalizing those qualities bees were thought to
possess—industry, order, diligence—in consuming the bee. Following Erica
Fudge, the animal “can transform the human both from without and from
within.”63 In turn, humans come closer to “becoming apian” than before.
Christopher Hollingsworth, in his Poetics of the Hive, details the calendar
of the Renaissance beekeeper: “in late summer, he killed the bees in most of his
hives, cut out the combs, and strained the honey and wax; and in the fall, if
necessary, he provided food in the remaining hives, which he overwintered.
Burning sulphur was commonly used for killing the hives.”64 The bee didn’t have
to be killed in order to reap the rewards of its making; in fact, the major bee
treatises from the period all indicate a desire to keep the bee alive; humans “rob
the hive” to use the honey and wax for profit and pleasure. For beekeepers, who
fashioned themselves as stewards of the hive and often recounted that bees
needed man, keeping the hive trimmed for the benefit of the bees was
paramount.65 The paradox, of course, is that the straw hives (skeps) popular in
England in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries normally had only a single
entrance at the base, and removing the honey often meant destroying the entire
hive. 66 Remnant describes the killing of the bees in detail, noting that it is
important to “take” (ie. kill) the bees if the hive is full of bees or overflowing
with honey:
keep in the air round about the Hive with an old cloth and
so the steam or vapor of the brimstone will kill the Bees
stone dead: then take out the combs, and brush off the
Bees, if any hang on, and break out the dead brood, if any
be: then put all those combs that have honey in them, into
a pan or kettle, and bruise them together: and strain it
through a thin cloth-bag: or if you will have your honey
very fine, let it run through a sieve without crushing.67
Certainly, bees and other parts of the hive remained even after straining and
boiling occurred; bee presence is inescapable and tests notions of beastly
sovereignty.
I conclude by turning to three curious seventeenth-century recipes that
bring to light these issues about the use of bees, calling into question the logic of
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bee things. In Jane Barber’s Book of Receipts, compiled in 1625, a recipe “To Make
Muske Cakes” (a remedy for an unspecified disease) calls for gum dragon or
Tragacanth to be laid “3 days in Bee water.” This recipe might be a reference to
another early modern recipe for “An Aproued medesen” to cure urinary
blockages, which calls for drinking the strained juice of bees that have been
pulverized with a mortar and pestle.68 Such a recipe, uncommon as it is, points to
an interesting exchange, where the bee is no longer a spectre, but rather it is
transformed into an ingredient. Another recipe book with the ownership
inscription “Anne Layfield / her booke of Physicke & / Surgery /1640” gives a
variation of an oft-repeated recipe “To make oyle of Swallowes good for Sinewes
that be strayned” (which also appeared in, among others, Thomas Dawson’s
1587 The Good Huswifes Jewel and Gervase Markham’s 1623 Countrey Contentments,
or the English Huswife). The Layfielde variation adds an intriguing ingredient to this
recipe: “2 handfull of yong bees before they be ready to fly.”69 This particular
recipe is attributed in the manuscript to one Elizabeth Downing; another recipe
in this collection attributed to her, “To provoak urine,” begins, “Take dead bees.”
It is not out of the question to imagine, as Rebecca Laroche does here and I do
in another context,70 that women were actively engaged in using the materials of
the hive in their everyday domestic lives. In fact, John Levett, in his 1634 work
The ordering of Bees, remarks that it is “good women, who commonly in this
Country take most care and regard of this kind of commodity.”71 The dead bees
that are pulverized and dismembered in the above recipes were, according to
Renaissance bee treatises, a common sight around an apiary. Southerne notes
how bees, sensing that there are too many Drones in a hive, “will kill so many as
they think good, so that I have seen at least a pint lie dead under a Hive at
once.”72 The utilitarian beekeeper, then, whose own industriousness is mirrored
in the honeybee, might find a use for all those individual dead bees after all.
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